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A Stateside fire destroyed field notes and photographic records from previously reported work in
Wright Valley (Behling and Calkin, 1969, 1974).
Reoccupation of nearly 100 soil sites was necessary in
December and early January of the 1973-1974 austral
summer. This additional field season allowed us to
reexamine the glacial history of Wright Valley
(Calkin et al., 1970) in the light of paleontological
evidence of the marine origin of the pecten deposits
(Webb, 1972). It also allowed us to clarify confu sion surrounding the location of samples from the
western margin of Meserve Glacier which yielded a
potassium-argon age determination of about 3.4 million years (McSaveney and McSaveney, 1972).
More than 90 percent of sites previously collected,
described, and photographed were reoccupied and
the data successfully was replaced. Laboratory work
on these soil profiles is continuing, but quantitative
data on soils throughout Wright Valley is not yet
available. Preliminary examination of the oldest profile discovered suggests that water-laid sediments approximately 2.5 kilometers southeast of the easternmost edge of Lake Vanda (wvB 58, location cited in
Jones et al., 1973) have been exposed to weathering
for more than 3 million years. Iron oxides coat the
clay-size fraction in the profile to a depth of 40 centimeters as a result of weathering. The salt-cemented
horizon between 8 and 18 centimeters in depth contains as much as 30 percent salt by weight as a
result of the translocation of salt from the surface. In
addition, the water-laid sediment in this profile includes volcanic ash (Jones et al., 1973).
Silt and loam deposits in the vicinity of the western edge of Lake Vanda were examined and were
found to be discontinuous and dissimilar. Some deposits are layered in a manner indicative of waterdeposited sediments; others appear to be of aeolian
origin because they lack both a coarse size fraction
and identifiable layers in field examination. In the
south fork, just east of the Dais, a laminated silt
deposit of limited areal extent is of special interest.
Approximately 60 centimeters of laminated silts, at

an elevation of about 280 meters, overlies rounded
pebble and cobble gravel. This site may represent
glacio-lacustrine deposits overlying outwash of the
Wright Upper III glaciation (Calkin et al., 1970;
Behling, 1972). We are reviewing the details of the
areal extent and the relative age of the axial glaciations from the west. The interpretation of the complex
glacial and volcanic stratigraphy on the western margin of Meserve Glacier must be settled with more
potassium-argon age determinations. McSaveney and
McSaveney (1972) state that the collection site for
samples LMJ-1 and LMJ-2 (Fleck et al., 1972) was
an ash fall on top of an Alpine Ill-aged lateral
moraine. These samples were collected at a site on
the Alpine II lateral moraine as reported in Fleck
et al. (1972) and by Dr. L. M. Jones (personal communication). The volcanic debris associated with the
Alpine III moraine on the west side of Meserve
Glacier has been collected by numerous workers, but
we are not aware of published potassium-argon age
determinations on this material. Potassium-argon 'age
determinations certainly will clarify the stand taken
by Fleck et al. (1972), that it is ". . . probable; although by no means certain, then, that the Alpine III
glaciation is younger than 3.4 million years."
The continued field examination of the Alpine
glaciations in Wright Valley has pointed to the need
to reexamine the numerical assignment of these events
(i.e., Alpine III, Alpine II, and Alpine I). Designations such as Alpine ha (Behling, 1972) are awkward. To eliminate the proliferation of type localities,
perhaps names could be assigned through communication by those who are familiar with the sequence of
Alpine glaciations in Wright Valley. We solicit comment on this suggestion.
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was proposed but proved impossible to undertake due
to the nature and extent of construction work there
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The antarctic portion of this project, including air
transport between Christchurch and McMurdo, was
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Gravity observations
D. A. Cours
Bureau of Mineral Resources
Canberra, Australia
Gravity observations were made at McMurdo Station, Scott Base (New Zealand), and South Pole
Station during December 8 to 12, 1973. Three
LaCoste and Romberg gravimeters, from the Australian Bureau of Mineral Resources, were used to
make the measurements.
This work was carried out to strengthen the antarctic portion of the world network of gravity base
stations (IGSN71), in accord with resolution 14 of
the XVth General Assembly of the International
Union of Geodesy and Geophysics (1971). The Australian meters were ideally suited to this task, having
recently (in May 1973) been used on the 3 gal Australian calibration line (AcL) concurrently with nine
Soviet GAG-2 gravimeters. The scale defined by the
Soviet meters agrees well with Soviet OVM pendulum
measurements in Europe. The scale also is in good
agreement with the IGSN71 scale. It was thus possible to refine the Australian milligal scale from these
accurate measurements on the ACL in 1973, and to
adopt this refined scale for ties to and within Antarctica.
Observations were made with LaCoste and Romberg gravimeters G20A, G101, and G252. Two gravity
stations were occupied at McMurdo: McMurdo
59676C and McMurdo 59676D. Other sites previously
established at McMurdo were either inaccessible or
had been destroyed by construction work. One of the
stations at Scott Base (McMurdo 59676N) was tied
to McMurdo 59676C. A second previously established station at Scott (McMurdo 59676L) could not
be found despite an extensive search. The gravity site
at old South Pole station could still be occupied. A
gravity base station at the new South Pole Station
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Basalt dikes of the Cordiner Peaks:
satellitic bodies of the Dufek intrusion?
A. B. Foim
U.S. Geological Survey
Menlo Park, California 94025
Geologic field work in the northern Pensacola
Mountains, from .January 18 to January 30, 1974, extended earlier 1965-1966 U.S. Geological Survey investigations of the layered, mafic Dufek intrusion and
its country rocks. Reconnaissance mapping, completed
in 1966, of all ranges of the Pensacola Mountains
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Figure 1. Index map of northern Pensacola Mountains that
shows approximate outline of the Dufek intrusion (from Schmidt
and Ford, 969).
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